This paper presents a hybrid sensing system for mobile robot localization in large-scale indoor environments. The system operates in two sensing modes, either omni-directional vision or laser scanning, according to the environmental characteristics. For a structured corridor environment, the vision information is adopted to track the robot pose with a predefined hybrid metric-topological map. For a semi-structured office room, the laser scanning mode is chosen to 
Introduction
In order to perform different tasks in large-scale indoor environments containing chaotic and unpredicted variables, mobile robots need to navigate safely in rooms and corridors, and estimate their position and heading direction in a global coordinate system [1] . Up to now, a variety of approaches have been developed for indoor localization of mobile robots, and a rich body of research results has been published [2] - [7] . * For a simple indoor environment, geometric reasoning methods might be preferred [2] , [3] . Geovany proposed a pose tracking technique by using a laser range finder and a 2D geometrical map [4] , which is more suitable to a structured environment. Besides, Markov-or Monte Carlobased methods were applied to global localization problems [5] ; PHALC (polar higher-order local auto-correlation) [6] or SIFT (scale-invariant feature transform) [7] algorithms were deployed to extract invariant environmental features incorporation with particle filters, which however have a high computational load in a large-scale indoor environment. However, when no environmental map is available to mobile robots, laser scan matching methods are preferred for localization tasks.
However, if an indoor environment is complicated, data association of multiple sensing methods is required. As reported in [8] , a laser scans horizontal environmental slices, while a monocular vision detects vertical features (doors or corners). Another approach is to generate a simple 3D model with piecewise segments gathered from laser scanning, and then use stereo vision to validate the correctness of the constructed model [9] . Clerentin et al. apply D-S fuzzy theory to the combination of information from laser and omni-directional vision [10] .
A mobile robot with different sensors has comprehensive abilities towards its surroundings only if the multisensor data can be fused appropriately and efficiently. However, this precondition will not always be guaranteed due to the deficiency of large-scale environmental modelling, the heavy computational burden, or the lack of data synchronization between different sensors. In this paper, we propose a novel hybrid localization system to handle structured corridors and semi-structured office rooms by choosing either omni-directional vision or laser scanning. Structured corridors can be abstracted into a map with points, segments or curves, and an omni-directional camera with a wider filed of view can be effectively deployed with a hybrid geometric-topological map to track the robot position. However, the vision-based method is unsuitable to semi-structured office environments since their disorderly configurations offer unstable or even unpredictable features. Therefore, the laser scanning mode will be chosen to generate a sequence of relative pose transformations based on Mb-ICP (metric-based iterative closest point) algorithm [11] . These scan matching results are then fused by Kalman filters.
Our work focuses on improving the adaptability of the localization system to different working scenes with the following three innovations: (1) Efficient map modelling. To design a convenient map modelling for robots to organize and comprehend the environmental information, the proposed map elements are global consistent and have clear definitions so that they can be easily predicted in a uniform manner. (2) Computational simplicity. There is no need to extract advanced features from laser scanning data or image data. In addition, some processing work can be done according to the prior scene predictions. (3) No need for synchronization between vision system and laser scanning. The processing of camera data is independently with the processing of laser data in the proposed hybrid sensing system. They are running at different paces and decoupled completely. Figure 1 (a) depicts a corridor environment (80 m × 60 m) for our robot, in which the dashed rectangle part corresponds to the place shown in Fig. 1(b) . This large-scale environment contains quantities of different feature styles, e.g., grey horizontal edges on walls and vertical doorframes. Therefore, how to effectively organize and define them is a challenging problem [12] . This paper proposed a hybrid map to manage a largescale corridor environment. From primitive lines to advanced geometric features, we define their corresponding forms in a local map (region), and then use topological linkers to connect adjacent local maps.
Hierarchical Hybrid Map
The corridors Cs (C_1 in Fig. 2 ) are defined as follows:
where Fig. 2 ) is the topological linker of C. It represents the joint area (see Fig. 3 ) between C and adjacent corridors.
Each C consists of left walls and right walls (LW and RW in Fig. 2 , respectively), and every wall includes a set of segments L i or compound features doors D, which are defined as follows: 
where L represents a horizontal segment on wall or a doorframe. Structure
T and n W which represents grey level transition from dark to light, n W is perpendicular to v W .
Vision ased Localization in Structured Corridors

Omni-Directional Camera
The omni-directional camera used in our work is a folded catadioptric system which geometrically follows 199 -b the following imaging procedure [13] , [14] :
1. Take the lower mirror focus O as the camera coordinate centre. 2. The spatial point is first projected onto the surface of a unit sphere centred at O, and then onto the infinite plane
with respect to the new centre O c on Z axis. 3. Finally, through collineation transformation, this point on Π ∞ is converted to the corresponding image pixel.
Point Projection
Assume that the relative position of camera centre O is
T with respective to the robot centre, as shown in Fig. 4 . The robot orientation is β. Function proj can project any point p
Given rotation transform R(θ), R(β) and transformation matrix T , (5) 
T in camera coordinate:
Assume that the projection centre is
T and the image centre is 
where ζ is a constant obtained from camera calibration procedure. The projection pixel p j I of p j W given the camera matrix H c is:
Vector Prediction
The orientation ν W and normal n W of L are predictable. Suppose ν O of coordinate O is the transformed vector of ν W :
L and centre O determine a plane Π L with its nor- will form a conicΩ in the plane Π ∞ , andΩ subjects tõ p TΩp = 0, whereΩ is calculated by:
where ζ is the calibrated constant. Transform curveΩ by matrix H C , we then obtained the corresponding line imagê
C . The projected pixel p j I on the line image subjects to:
The normal n p ofΩ at p j I is:
As shown in Fig. 5(a) , several random points are projected onto the image to give the robot pose. These points (circles) belong to the map lines such as doorframes (red segments) or horizontal edges on walls (green curves). Figure 5 (b) demonstrates two line images (blue ellipses) projected by (12) , the points (red circles) on these curves correspond to the projections of points on map lines, and arrows are the normal vectors of line images at corresponding projected points. Starting from any point p j I , image processing unit orderly calculates the magnitude and orientation of gradient for each pixel along ± n j p . If there is a pixel P (red point) with maximal gradient magnitude and associated normal similar to n j p , P will then be correspondence of p j I .
Localization Algorithm
Suppose that a mobile robot moves from pose
T at time k to X T k+1 at time k + 1, this procedure can be modelled by odometry [15] as follows:
where u k+1 is the control input representing the distance and angular change of a mobile robot. ω k+1 is additive white noise. Assume that observations z j , j = 1, . . . , l are obtained by the edge detector at time k. This pixel sequence is supposed to be generated from the nonlinear function h (equivalent to (5)) given system state X k+1|k :
After generating "prediction-observation" sequence {ẑ i , z j }, i = 1, . . . , m k , j = 1, . . . , l, we will find the matching pair {{ẑ, z} i } , i = 1, . . . , n that satisfies:
where ζ is a threshold constant. Υ is error covariance defined by uncertainties of prediction and observation features. Based on extended information filter [16] , a local estimate and covariance of the robot pose for each pair of matching features {ẑ, z} i :
where H i,k+1|k denotes the Jacobian matrix of h(X k+1|k , L i ) with respective to X k+1|k .
We apply hierarchical estimate with feedback to fuse all the local estimates:
whereX i,k|k andP i,k|k are given by (17) and (18), respectively.
Laser-based Localization in a Semi-Structured Environment
Metric ased ICP
Suppose that the relative pose change from X k to X k+1 is ΔX = (x, y, θ). Minguez [11] defined a new distance ΔX = x 2 + y 2 + Γ 2 θ 2 with a constant factor Γ, and this metric distance is chosen to measure the displacement d(p, q) = min{ ΔX } between laser points p = (p x , p y ) and q = (q x , q y ), and d(p, q) has the unique solution:
The first step of Mb-ICP scan matching is to apply expression (27) to finding the nearest point p in the reference laser scan for point q in the current laser scan. Let N be the number of matching points. After this manipulation, the energy function may be formed as E = N i=1 ΔX i 2 in terms of the new distance, and its equivalent quadric function with respective to ΔX is:
The value of ΔX = −A −1 b can minimize the above function, and the covariance Σ is used to represent the estimated uncertainty of ΔX is Σ ≈ αA −1 , where α = E min /(N − 3).
Kalman Fusion of Multiple Mb-ICP Results
T denote the relative displacement between the robot pose at time t − k and pose at time t − i. The stacked state S t containing several relative displacement with respective to the pose at time t − k is defined as:
An observation consists of a set of k Mb-ICP scan matching results between current and previous k laser scans. Let p t,t−i ∈ 3×1 represent a Mb-ICP result obtained by using data at t and t − i, and R t,t − i ∈ 3×3 be the corresponding covariance, then the observation is represented by the vector:
The system function is defined as:
where I ∈ 3×3 is an identity matrix,
T represents the additive Gaussian noise, and δp t,t−k−1 is the error of observation p t,t−k−1 .
The observation equation is given by:
where υ t ∈ 3k×1 is additive Gaussian noise. Figure 6 . Pioneer 3D-X with omni-directional camera and 2D laser scanner.
The errors of scan matching results are supposed to be mutually independent, so that the covariance matrix R Pt = 3k×3k of υ t is a diagonal matrix with the following form:
When laser data is not enough initially, Mb-ICP is applied to the robot pose estimation iteratively. If enough data have been collected, Kalman filters will be applied to state vector update based on the new Mb-ICP result.
Experimental Results
The proposed hybrid localization approach has been implemented on a Pioneer3-DX mobile robot, and tested in an indoor environment. This robot is equipped with a laser range finder and a omni-directional vision system, as shown in Fig. 6 .
Vision-ased Localization Results
An experiment is carried out to test the performance of the vision-based localization system when the mobile robot moves from a start position to the objective position in a corridor. Fig. 7 , the background represents a part of 3D corridors in which the horizontal lines on walls and doorframes are available during the robot motion. These features sequentially update the robot states, among which 10 typical estimated positions (marked by corresponding number) are shown.
In Fig. 8 , we demonstrate the images (from Fig. 8 (a) to (j)) grabbed at actual positions marked by the corresponding numbers (1-10) in Fig. 7 . For surveillant convenience, the localization system renders the projected image lines within the robot's field of view, and marks the corresponding edge points by circles (magenta circles for horizontal edges and cyan ones for doorframes). In Fig. 8(a) , there are a set of large error ellipses around the projected points by using the initial robot state. We thus observe how the uncertainty of the robot pose is propagated into the image domain and affect the scene predictions.
When the robot arrives at the position (position 5 in Fig. 7) where Fig. 8(e) is captured, the path planning module of the mobile robot gives a rapid rotation angle which leads to the insufficient estimate on the robot motion of Fig. 8(e) . This situation continues until Fig. 8(g ). These figures demonstrate the deviations or even the wrong feature matching phenomena between the estimated and observed features. There are also changes of light brightness, disturbances of doors' states, or even the random dynamic occlusions. However, our localization system can eventually correct the pose estimate, and assist the robot to reach the predefined final position.
We magnify the localization process between the place (marked by 7 and 8) where Fig. 8(g ) and (h) are grabbed, respectively. As shown in Fig. 9 , the upper left and lower right images correspond to the image Fig. 8(g ) and (h), respectively, while others within the sequence of Fig. 9 represent images captured between the places marked by 7 and 8 in Fig. 7 . In this procedure, one person circles around the moving robot. This introduces continuous disturbances to the localization system. Some environmental reference features are seriously covered by occlusions, which sometimes results in the wrong feature matching. However, the "disturbed estimates" only occupy a small portion of all the local estimations, the robot is capable of recovering from biased pose estimation owing to the abundant reference information. Above evidences further indicate that the proposed method can overcome the disturbance to some extent. Therefore, the system is reliable and practical.
Laser Scan Matching-ased Localization Results
Experimental results are given here to show the localization performance of Mb-ICP and Kalman fusion of multiple Mb-ICP results. For convenience, assume the constant factor Γ = 3, which is determined by the real localization circumstance in our work. This experiment is to compare on-the-fly localization performance between two 203 b Figure 9 . Self-localization with random partial occlusions. Mb-ICP-based methods in above office environment. By tracking two analogous trajectories, respectively, we let the robot start and stop at the same position and orientation. Figure 10 (a) depicts the result of Mb-ICP method. The estimated trajectory is smooth; however, the accumulated estimated error can not be eliminated, which makes the curve unclosed and the distribution of laser points is still drifted. Figure 10(b) demonstrates the resulting estimations of the robot positions and environmental information based on Kalman fusion of multiple Mb-ICP results. Although there is a moving person, the estimated trajectory is nearly closed by using the proposed fusion method. Moreover, the generated 2D map is also better than that of previous one, which indicates that the latter fusion method has superior performance than the one only using Mb-ICP.
Conclusion and Future Work
This paper proposes a hybrid localization approach towards complex indoor environments by switching omnidirectional vision and laser scanning in structured and semi-structured indoor scenes. In structured corridors, visual information is applied to pose tracking approach based on a hybrid geometric-topological map, then the fusion centre uses hierarchical estimate to update the robot pose. When working inside semi-structured office scenes, the proposed system switches to the laser mode so that the mobile robot can use Mb-ICP scan matching algorithm to estimate each relative pose transformation, and then update pose through Kalman-filter-based fusion of multiple scan matching results. The experimental results show that the proposed hybrid sensing approach can work well in complex indoor environments. In our future work, we will focus on improving our mapping system to be built online automatically.
